
Benefits

Safe for the users’ health•	

Safe for  the environment•	

Does not damage carpet and fabric fibers •	

Hypoallergenic•	

Continuous cleaning action•	

Odor controller•	

One product for multiple applications•	

Completely biodegradable•	

Neutral pH•	

Certified Ecologo •	

Made in Canada•	

Highly concentrated product: less packaging•	

Ino-bio 3 cleans, biodegrades organic matter and 
eliminates odors. It is ideal for cleaning carpets, 
area rugs, sofas, car upholstery, curtains and other 
surfaces covered with fabric. Ino-bio 3 replaces 
many carpet products like spot cleaner, bonnet 
cleaner and shampoo.

3 Ino-bio 3  
carpet and textile 

cleaner and spotter
INO-BI3 378

can be used with the following accessories:



Related products:

dilutions
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Ino-bio 3 Carpet and textile cleaner and spotter (cold water)
Spot removal 1:20 50 ml/L of water

Extractor/Shampoo/Bonnet method 1:50 20 ml/L of water

Spray & Vac method 1:75 13 ml/L of water

1512

Ino-bio 12  
calcium 
remover cleaner
INO-BI12 378

Ino-bio 15  
all purpose 
odour controller
INO-BI15 750
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Before use, always check for colourfastness with a spot test in a hidden area. Vacuum the carpet with a vertical vacuum cleaner before and after 
cleaning, when it’s dry, in order to shake and place back the carpet fiber.  

Spot removal : 1. Dilute Ino-Bio 3 at 1:20. 2. With a spraying bottle, spray liberally on the spot. 3. Using a soft-bristled brush or a clean 
rag, gently brush the surface in a circular movement, working from the spot’s edges towards the centre. 4. Absorb any excess cleaning solution 
with a clean and dry rag. 

Cleaning with an extraCtor maChine : Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for using the extractor. 1. Dilute Ino-Bio 3 at 
1:50. If carpet is heavily soiled, pre-spot liberally these areas, let stand and then begin extraction. 2. If needed, use dryers to accelerate the drying 
time. 3. Spots can be pre-sprayed at a 1:20 dilution rate before cleaning. 

Shampoo method : 1. Dilute Ino-Bio 3 at 1:50 and fill-up the polishing carpet machine’s tank (equipped with a brush). 2. Start  
shampooing doing circular movements from left to right, carefully insisting on tough stains. 3. If needed, use dryers to accelerate the drying 
time.  

Bonnet method with rotating maChine  (can also be done with a pad) : 1. According to the type of machine used, fill-up 
the rotating machine tank or a bucket with a 1:50 dilution of Ino-Bio 3 solution. 2. Wet the bonnet or pad with the solution and start cleaning 
doing circular movements from left to right, carefully humidifying and insisting on tough stains. 3. To make sure to cover the entire surface, it is 
important to overlap every section by 2 to 4 inches. 4. Change bonnet or pad frequently by soaking it in the solution (when using a bucket) and 
wring it. It is suggested to work with 2 bonnets or pads, especially in most dirty sections. 

Spray & vaC method  (carpet maintenance: surface cleaning) : The Spray & Vac method is a periodic cleaning procedure that helps 
maintain carpets clean in entryways and heavy-traffic areas. 1. Vacuum the carpet. 2. Dilute Ino-Bio 3 at 1:75 in a garden pump or Innu-Sprayer 
machine’s tank. 3. Spray solution, in a fine mist,  on the area to be cleaned and a little beyond, without drenching the carpet. 4. Let stand and 
vacuum after 12 to 24 hours. No need to rinse. 5. Repeat as needed. The Spray & Vac method is done quickly and is easy to integrate into a daily 
routine after vacuuming. 

When poured regularly in drains and pipes, Ino-Bio 3 used solution prevents bad odors and obstructions.

Directions


